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FROM THE EDITOR

Living Music’s composer feature in this issue
features the music of Rodney Oakes, in an
extended review of a live concert devoted to his
work.
CD reviews in both extended coverage on our
“briefly noted” section cover a variety of releases
by composers including Paul Moravec, Stephen
Albert, and John Harbison.
Our feature scholarly article, by musicologist and
composer Godwin Sadoh, addresses the music of
noted Nigerian composer Samuel Akpabot.

– Carson Cooman

from top: Meira Warshauer,
Stephen Albert, John Harbison

CD Review: Billband: Blurred
Innova 609 Time: 32:24
by David Cleary

play with a bright, compelling sound and
exhibit machine precision tightness. Editing is
flawless and sonics are wonderfully vibrant.
Some listeners may object to this CD’s
comparatively short duration, coming in at
slightly more than half an hour – but this
critic was left happy yet hungry for more, not
feeling cheated. Here is a disc that is a must
for everyone, especially lovers of Downtown
styles.

One complaint your reviewer has against
some Downtown music is its excruciating
length. Coupled with obsessive, often
undeveloped material, the result can be
numbing to brain and posterior alike. Credit
New York-based composer Bill Ryan with
penning fare in this vein that combines
polished workmanship with knowing when
enough’s enough.

CD Review: Jordan and the Dog Woman: Beth
Denisch, composer
Juxtab JTM 5827 Time: 56:29
by David Cleary

The four selections on this release, Original
Blend, Capacity 49, Blurred, and Drive are
scored for modified jazz combo and are built
from brief gestures presented in patterns that
are often subtly varied in length and phrasing.
With its static repeated single-pitch platform
and somewhat more process style concert
music feel, Blurred recalls Terry Riley’s In C
and Steve Reich’s 1970s oeuvre. Its sound
world is fetchingly atmospheric. The other
items here are more bubbly, extroverted, and
jagged with extended sections of drum kit
backing, all helping demonstrate a more
obvious kinship to jazz; mainly because of the
prominent percussion, all have an infectious
toe-tapping immediacy that imparts immense
surface appeal to crafty inner workings. All
four tracks contain plenty of dynamic shading,
strongly varied textures, and a somewhat loose
yet highly convincing feel for architecture.
And all have a good sense of when to stop –
Ryan never outstays his welcome.

Based at the Berklee College of Music, Beth
Denisch writes New Tonalist concert music
that shows acute familiarity with vernacular
idioms. In fact, she often cheekily combines
several such influences in one piece, though it
must be said, to telling effect.

Performances are terrific. Billband, consisting
of David Cossin (drums), Wayne DuMaine
(trumpet), Steve Gosling (piano), Michael
Lowenstern (bass clarinet), Todd Reynolds
(violin), and Taimur Sullivan (saxophones)

No better example can be cited in this regard
than Southern Lament (2003) for solo guitar.
Here, one encounters a flamenco repeated-
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note ostinato anchored by arpeggiated gospel
style underpinning and interrupted with blues
flourishes. Surprisingly, it all goes together
like cake, ice cream, and chocolate syrup. The
mezzo-soprano/harp entry Star Goddess Song
(2004) evokes a pentatonic primitivism
incongruously tinged with hints of Broadway.
And The Forth Project (1994), an opus
primarily polytonal in sound, manages to
squirrel in blues and jazz inflected movements
alongside more highbrow Expressionist and
Impressionist entries.

Playing is generally strong here. The Equinox
Chamber Players (Paula Kasica on flute, Ann
Hohmann on oboe, Jeanine York-Garesche on
clarinet, Donita Bauer on bassoon, and Carole
Lemire on horn), percussionist Henry Claude,
pianist Sandra Hebert, guitarist Apostolis
Paraskevas, harpist Felice Pomeranz, and
mezzo-soprano Kathryn Wright offer up
performances brimming with flair and
personality. Sound is stuffy in Forth Project
and betrays distortion in Jordan, but is fine
otherwise. Editing is excellent. Much
recommended.

Despite being scored for the same
combination (woodwind quintet and
percussion), Jordan and the Dog Woman and
Women: the Power and the Journey (both
2003) sound nothing like each other. The
former is baldly triadic, often suggestive of
folk idioms, though Denisch manages to veer
off into both beatnik and arcanely Neoclassic
territory. While percussion use in Jordan is
normally more colorist (an earlier version of
this work uses glass harmonica backing of the
quintet), Women tends to employ battery
instruments to evoke – yes, you guessed it –
non-classical influences. More strongly
beholden to middle-period Stravinsky, the
latter partakes of Caribbean and rock
approaches to respectively depict St. Louis
born luminaries Katherine Dunham (a
choreographer much influenced by Haitian
dance) and pop diva Tina Turner.

***
Live Concert Review: More Music for MIDI
Trombone: Rodney Oakes
by Dwight Winenger,
Founder of the Living Music Foundation
We use the title “More Music for MIDI
trombone” because in Y2K another reviewer
audited Innova Recording 542 and found that
the works on MIDI Trombone by Rodney
Oakes “hold interest” and are “worthy of
audition,” but he had one criticism, not
offered dogmatically, but firmly, “Many tracks
contained fairly recognizable commercial
synth sounds.” More on that later.
After reading the above mentioned review and
overhearing a comment by a fellow-composer,
“Who can listen to an hour-and-a half of
MIDI Trombone?” your reviewer vowed to
hear for himself this controversial distinction
called MIDI Trombone. His first reaction is
to rename the genre. “MIDI Trombone,” to
your reviewer, suggests trombone music
executed on a MIDI instrument but sounding
like trombone. This is not what we found in
Oakes’s case. Rodney Oakes plays a real tenor

A fair bit of this music busies itself in
delineating a particular process (though not in
process music style) or is in such short
movements that real formal consideration is
beside the point. Compositions that do not
fall into either category outline structures that
are intuitive but well-balanced. And
everything speaks with a clean, evocative voice.
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trombone (Bach M-15). It has a microphone
attached to the bell used in connection with a
battery of foot pedals as controller for a PitchTo-MIDI converter (Musical Instrument
Digital Interface). The result is a combination
of acoustic trombone and constantly
moderated synth sounds. It seems to your
reviewer that MIDI Trombone as performed
by Rodney Oakes would more accurately be
termed MIDI-enriched Trombone.

“Who the hell is Rodney Oakes?” – Barney
Child at a Society of Composers concert in
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
David Raskin, composer of Laura after
hearing Erotic Rhapsody, “Tell Rod
Oakes that his Erotic Rhapsody is about as
erotic as picking a nose.”
A young Dutch composer at a composers
workshop by the Italian composer, Franco
Donatoni, in Sienna, Italy, asked the
composer,
“Are
you
The
Rodney
Oakes?”

We listened carefully. We heard few, if any,
“recognizable commercial synth sounds,” no
“pizzicato string settings,” no presets as they
are sometimes called. In fact, what we
experienced was a daring and totally unselfconscious, yet intricate and spontaneous
performance. It took place at Rosalie & Alva’s
Performance Gallery at 1417 W. 8th Street,
San Pedro, CA, on Saturday, April 29, 2006.
The gallery holds approximately 60 seats,
and at $10 each, they were all filled with
appreciative listener/viewers, many of whom
were friends and acquaintances of the
performer, but after briefly interviewing
several of them, your reviewer discovered that
few in the audience were the died-in-the-wool
avant-garde sort usually found at such esoteric
presentations.

Enough preliminaries. Erotic Rhapsody,
mentioned above, was first on the program.
The rather long description in the program
boils down to inspiration by a fictitious
meeting of political figures and television
evangelists strongly opposed to any kind of
government support of the arts. While
clandestinely viewing contemporary art
banned by the National Endowment of the
Arts for the purpose of planning a scenario for
discouraging such manner of art, they become
affected by its decadence, resulting in a
frenzied orgy. The piece, Oakes confesses, was
created without support by any government
agency or private foundation and is dedicated
to the participants of the 1992 Republican
Convention.

The concert lasted the predicted hour-and-ahalf. Your reviewer was struck by the variety
of the program and the sense of humor of the
artist. Oakes began by announcing that he
had not planned a running commentary of the
program, but he did it anyway, and the
commentary added intimate meaning to
the music.

After listening carefully to Erotic Rhapsody,
your reviewer found himself agreeing with
David Raskin as to the erotic nature of the
piece, but the lack of lasciviousness may be
planned since the work’s inspiration deals,
after all, with the NEA and the Republican
Party.

The program notes included “Random
Comments”
overheard
at
previous
performances by Rodney Oakes:

Greco-Roman Songs is for sampled voice and
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MIDI trombone (Oakes’s definition). The
poems sampled are by the Greek poetess
Sappho and by the Roman Poets Catullus and
Martial. The sampled voice was that of
Oakes’s wife, Krysia, reading the chosen
poetry translated to English.

The Blue Bridge uses Metasynth to develop
synthetic music from visual night images of
the Vincent Thomas Bridge that connects the
San Pedro section of Los Angeles to Long
Beach. Blue lights were installed on the
bridge in 2005, thus The Blue Bridge.

Mazurka for Krysia is a short work in the spirit
of Chopin and dedicated to the trombonist’s
wife.

The last work on the program was Variations
on the Krakow Fanfare using Metasynth and
digital images of the ancient city of Krakow,
Poland. In 1241, a watchman standing guard
in the tower of St. Mary’s Cathedral played a
plaintive fanfare to warn the citizens of
Krakow of the approach of invading
Tartars. In the middle of the fanfare, an arrow
was shot through the watchman’s neck. There
has been a trumpet player in the St. Mary’s
tower playing this fanfare four times every
hour since 1241, except during the Nazi
occupation during World War II. The fanfare
stops abruptly at the point the guard was
fatally wounded.

Threnody for the Victims of My Lai expresses a
degree of revulsion for the systematic killing
of 583 Vietnamese men, women, and children
in 1968, a kind of behavior that happens in
war “when adults send armed children,
indoctrinated to kill, off to pretend to be
warriors.”
Threnody uses a number of techniques, but it
is heavily jazz influenced. The MIDIaugmented trombone improvises around a
stated melody.

At the reception, following the concert, your
reviewer was able to corner Rodney Oakes and
ask him point-blank about the disputable
preset synth sounds. He immediately recalled
the minor criticism in the review mentioned
earlier in this review. Oakes fervently claims
that he uses no presets. Your reviewer’s ear
was vindicated.

Homage to Chopin uses a software program,
Metasynth. Metasynth uses digital pictures
and interprets visual images into sources of
sounds and sources to control sound. Oakes
used images he photographed during the
summer of 2003 in and around Chopin’s
home in Poland. The resulting music
does not, however, resemble the music of
Chopin.

One must recognize the singular bravery of
Rodney Oakes. Your reviewer once composed
a work for solo trumpet and computer
program for a New York premiere. The
concept was rejected because the “soloist
would not share the stage with a computer.”
Oakes shares his stage with two or three
computers, a music stand, a trombone stand,
and a pedal keyboard. Strangely, all that
paraphernalia does not detract from the soloist

Bone of Contention combines three sources: 1)
trombone, 2) software synthesizer controlled
by the trombone via a pitch-to-MIDI
converter, and 3) a recorded accompaniment.
The piece was created without a title. The title
sprang to the composer’s mind during a music
conference discussion. The word “Bone,” of
course, has a double meaning…maybe triple.
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and his music. It amplifies and enriches it;
however your reviewer must add to the
random comments heard at Oakes concerts:
the multiplicity of audio, visual, and historical
sources for musical materials moved one
member of the audience, an attorney, to
remark that the concert was remarkably
“manipulation of manipulation.”

Her works have been performed and recorded
to critical acclaim throughout the United
States and in Israel, Europe, South America,
and Asia. She has received numerous awards
from ASCAP as well as the American Music
Center, Meet the Composer, and the South
Carolina Arts Commission. She was awarded
an Artist Fellowship in Music by the S.C. Arts
Commission in 1994, and in 2000, received
the first Art and Cultural Achievement Award
from the Jewish Historical Society of South
Carolina. She is a graduate of Harvard (magna
cum laude), holds three degrees from the New
England Conservatory of Music, and earned
her doctorate from the University of South
Carolina, Warshauer is an associate music
faculty member at Columbia College,
Columbia, SC. Her innovative course, “The
Healing Art of Music,” is a cross-cultural,
multidisciplinary approach to the experience
of music as a source of healing.

Oakes has pioneered the use of the trombone
combined with electronic devices. He has
performed throughout the United States and
Europe. A number of his works are available
on the Cambria, the Living Music, and
Innova labels. His recent CD, “Rod Plays
Oakes Plays Rod” (III Records) features the
jazz quartet OGOGO, with Oakes on
trombone, performing a collection of his
works for jazz ensemble.
***
Three Questions Before the First Night
Meira Warshauer speaks to Carson Cooman
about her work Symphony No. 1, “Living,
Breathing Earth”

Warshauer has received commissions from the
Dayton (Ohio) Philharmonic, the South
Carolina Philharmonic (three orchestra works),
the Zamir Chorale of Boston in consortium
with the Rottenberg Chorale (NYC), Zemer
Chai (Washington, DC), Gratz College
(Philadelphia), and Kol Dodi (New Jersey);
the Wilmington (NC) Choral Society,
Congregation Children of Israel (Augusta,
GA), Temple Israel (Natick, MA), Columbia
College, University of South Carolina, Upton
Trio, Cantors Assembly, clarinetist Richard
Nunemaker, violinist Daniel Heifetz, and
flutist Paula Robison. Her CDs include the
soundtrack to the documentary Land of
Promise: The Jews of South Carolina and
Spirals of Light, chamber music and poetry
(by Ani Tuzman) on themes of enlightenment,
on the Kol Meira label, and Revelation for
orchestra, included on Robert Black Conducts,

Meira Warshauer (b. 1949) is an active
American composer based in South Carolina.
She studied composition with Mario
Davidovsky, Jacob Druckman, William
Thomas McKinley, and Gordon Goodwin.
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MMC. Paula Robison and percussionist Cyro
Baptista recorded Warshauer’s Bati l’Gani (“I
entered my garden”) on Robison’s CD, Places
of the Spirit, released by the Pucker Gallery,
Boston, in 2003. YES! for clarinet and
orchestra, written for and recorded by Richard
Stoltzman and the Warsaw Philharmonic, is
scheduled for release on MMC.

more significant to actually call it a symphony.
This one turns out to be about 25 minutes
long. It also has four movements, although I
didn’t consider that as defining a symphony
— it just happened to work best that way.
In calling it “Symphony no. 1” I may be
implying there are others to follow. I hope so!

Warshauer’s Symphony No. 1, “Living,
Breathing Earth” will receive four
performances, a world premiere from each
member of the commissioning consortium.
On 3 February 2007, the Western Piedmont
Symphony under the direction of John
Gordon Ross will perform the work in
Hickory, North Carolina. On 24 March 2006,
the South Carolina Philharmonic and
Nicholas Smith will perform the work in
Columbia, South Carolina. The final two
initial performances will take place on 26 and
28th April 2007 by Neal Gittleman and the
Dayton Philharmonic in Dayton, Ohio.

CC: In the program notes for this work, you
discuss a message that the work has of seeking
healing for the earth. Do you find yourself
coming often to these sort of subject when writing
music?
MW: Yes. My music is inspired by my living.
In this case, I was very moved by the image of
the rainforests as “lungs of the earth,” and
began to imagine the earth breathing. I felt I
wanted to really honor the amazing experience
of living on the earth, being part of this huge
ecosystem, and I wanted the music to be a
vehicle for the audience members to connect
with their own love of the earth. The healing
image accompanies the hope that by
recognizing what is precious to us, we will be
moved to protect it.

CC: You’ve written many orchestral works
before but this is your first “symphony.” What
made you decide to call the work that, and what
connotations does it have to you?
MW: ‘Symphony’, to me, means a major
work for orchestra. The closest thing I have to
that is my “Jerusalem, Open Your Gates,”
which is in three movements, about 16
minutes long. My other orchestral
compositions are shorter (Like Streams in the
Desert is 8 minutes, Revelation is 8 minutes,
As the Waters Cover the Sea is 11 minutes,
and YES! is 10 minutes.) Some use chorus as
well as orchestra (Shacharit, Ahavah). I felt I
had matured enough in my orchestra writing
to attempt writing a “symphony.” It seemed

CC: Has having three orchestras in the premiere
consortium made you think about the work any
differently than you would have otherwise?
MW: I wanted it to fit each orchestra, and
was in close contact with the conductors when
making decisions about orchestration. These
three conductors, Neal Gittleman, John
Gordon Ross, and Nicholas Smith, took on
what felt like roles of guardian angels. They
really tried to say “yes” whenever they could. I
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am so grateful to them for the trust they put
in me. They had each performed my music
before, but commissioning is still a risk.
I hope they’ll find it worthwhile!

Living Music Foundation Membership
To join the Living Music Foundation and
receive the next issue, please fill out the blank
below and send $20 ($25 if mailing address is
outside the U.S.) to:

Having three orchestras waiting for this
symphony was tremendously motivating. It
helped sustain me to know that all the work of
writing (and it was a huge amount of work,
even though a labor of great love), would be
rewarded by four performances (one each in
Hickory, NC and Columbia, SC, and two in
Dayton, Ohio). Although any performance is
great, it can be a let-down to have only one
performance of such a major work. Of course,
I hope there will be more performances after
this season. But at least I know there are four
performances waiting for this new baby.

(make checks out to Living Music Foundation)
Living Music
c/o Charles Norman Mason
P. O. Box 2264
Birmingham, AL 35201
Name:
__________________________________
Address:
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
Phone:
__________________________(optional)
E-mail:
___________________________(optional)
(Note: E-mail address will not be publicly
distributed, sold to any vendors, or used for
any purpose other than information directly
related to Living Music.)
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Samuel Akpabot: Profile of a Nigerian Modern Composer
by Godwin Sadoh

Samuel Ekpe Akpabot was born on 3 October, 1932, in Uyo, Akwa Ibom State of Nigeria. He went
to Lagos in 1943 for his high school education at the renowned King's College, a school well-known
for its tradition in European classical music. In addition to the King’s College, the Cathedral Church
of Christ Choir, Lagos, was another major center for training budding classical musicians in Nigeria.
The church has produced some of the most famous internationally reputed composers and
musicologists such as Fela Sowande (1905-1987), Ayo Bankole (1935-1976), Christopher Oyesiku
(1925-), Lazarus Ekwueme (1936-), and Godwin Sadoh (1965-). Akpabot received significant
introduction to European classical music as a chorister at the famous Cathedral Church of Christ
Choir, Lagos, under the leadership of Thomas Ekundayo Phillips (1884-1969). At this church,
Akpabot sang choral works by famous European composers such as George Frederic Handel's
Messiah and Felix Mendelssohn's Elijah.
In 1954, Akpabot proceeded to the Royal College of Music, London, to study organ and
trumpet. His teachers included John Addison, Osborn Pisgow and Herbert Howells. He later went
on to study at the Trinity College of Music. On his return to Nigeria with two British diplomas,
Associate of the Royal College of Music (ARCM) and Licentiate of the Trinity College of Music,
London (LTCL), he was appointed as broadcaster at the Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation, Lagos.
It was also in 1959 that his compositional career begun. The 'highlife' idiom (West African popular
dance band music style) dominated his musical compositions despite his exposure to European
classical music in England, and at the Cathedral Church of Christ, Lagos.
At the age of thirty, Akpabot left the Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation for the University
of Nigeria, Nsukka, to become one of the founding faculty members of the Department of Music.
Between 1962 and 1967, Akpabot wrote four works which can be considered as the epitome of
nationalistic creativity. The works are Scenes from Nigeria for Orchestra (1962), Three Nigerian
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Dances for String Orchestra and Timpani (1962), Ofala, a tone poem for wind orchestra and five
African instruments, and Cynthia's Lament, a tone poem for soloist, wind orchestra and six African
instruments (1965). Ofala and Cynthia's Lament were commissioned by the then director of the
American Wind Symphony Orchestra, Robert Austin Boudreau. These two works were later
premiered in Pittsburgh in 1963 and 1965. Ofala won the first prize in 1972 in a competition for
African composers organized by the African Center of the University of California, Los Angeles
(UCLA); forty-one African countries were represented in this competition.
Akpabot studied at the University of Chicago where he obtained a Master's degree in
Musicology and later went on to Michigan State University, Ann Arbor, where he received his Ph.D.
degree also in musicology. He was a Visiting Scholar at the international programs of Michigan State
University where he taught courses in African music at the music department. He also taught at the
College of Education at Uyo, Nigeria, where he was Chairman of the Division of Arts and Head of
the Department of Music. At the end of the civil war in 1970, Akpabot became a senior Research
Fellow at the Institute of African Studies, University of Ife (now Obafemi Awolowo University). He
was later appointed senior lecturer at the Institute of African Studies, University of Ibadan. Akpabot
was appointed Professor of Music at the University of Uyo in 1995. His music has been played by
the Ann Arbor Symphony, the Alabama Symphony, the BBC Welsh Symphony, the Cincinnati
Symphony, the Milwaukee Symphony, the Savannah Symphony, and the Chicago Chamber
Orchestra as well as at many colleges and universities. Samuel Akpabot died in the year 2000 at Uyo,
Akwa Ibom State, Nigeria.
There are three major categories of orchestra compositions in Nigeria: (a) orchestra works
with only Western instruments; (b) orchestra works in which Nigerian traditional instruments are
combined with Western instruments; and (c) orchestra works written for only Nigerian traditional
instruments. Akpabot belongs to the second category. He happens to be the only Nigerian composer
who has written almost exclusively for the orchestra. He often uses indigenous musical instruments
more in these works as typified in Nigeria in Conflict for Ibibio instruments-woodblock, gong,
rattles, wooden drums and xylophone.
Three Nigerian Dances
In the composer’s note to the Three Nigerian Dances, Akpabot writes, “the Three Nigerian
Dances is an attempt at fusing what the Nigerian musician learns at Western schools with the music
of his own land. The Slovanic Dances of Dvorak inspired these, which are intended to be “jolly good
fun” for players and for audience. Each of the dances consists of an opening, middle, and closing
section. The middle section does not modulate; modulation is very foreign to African instrumental
music.” Akpabot is right about the issue of modulation in African music. In fact, there is no such
thing as modulation in both instrumental and vocal African traditional music. Paradoxically,
Akpabot contradicted himself in making this statement because he injected a modulation in the
second dance. The Three Dances is scored for 2 violins, viola, violoncello, contrabass, and timpani.
The first dance is the longest of the three with ninety six measures in length. Structurally, the
piece is in three distinct sections like an ABA. In the opening introduction, the cello and contrabass
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anticipate the first phrase of the principal theme which is a popular Ibibio folk song from the deep
southeast region of Nigeria, Akpabot’s ethnic area. The A section commences in m. 19 with the first
violin playing the Ibibio song. Following the complete statement of the principal theme was a brief
moment of call-and-response between the violins, cello, and timpani. This section closes with the
last phrase of the Ibibio song in hormophonic texture in m. 46. The B section runs from mm. 47 to
84. It consists of the development of the Ibibio song bouncing in sequences among the strings.
However, Akpabot introduces a contrasting new theme from mm. 67 to 80. With a brief appearance
of two B-flat notes in m. 55 and 56, the timpani is completely left out in the middle section. The B
section closes with the last phrase of the Ibibio song. The return of the A is very brief but marked
Presto from mm. 85 to 96. The song is figured in the first violin again with canonic imitation
observed in the second violin and viola. The cello, contrabass, and timpani only joined the group in
m. 95 and 96 to close the B section in fff. As Akpabot claims, there is no modulation in this piece.
The three sections are in E-flat major.

Example 1. Akpabot, Section A (from the Three Nigerian Dances), mm. 19-29.
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The second dance is very short in length compared to the other two pieces with only 76
measures. It is also in a three part-form like an ABA with a short introduction. Similar to the
opening of the first dance, the introduction consists of an anticipation of the principal theme that is
an Igbo folk song from the southeast region of Nigeria. The anticipation is shared among the first
and second violins in canonic imitation style, while the viola, cello, and contrabass provide a quasi
ostinato accompaniment with pizzicato. The principal theme is introduced in its entirety first in the
cello and immediately transferred to the first violin, while the timpani provides ostinato to reinforce
and creates a counter rhythm to the dance nuances from the strings. Even though Akpabot claims
that there is no modulation in this work, this is the only piece where he contradicted himself. The B
section (mm. 38-59, with a brief transition passage from mm. 60-63) modulates to B-flat major
from mm. 48 to 59. It is in the short transition passage that the piece returns back to the home key
of F major. The middle section is a playful improvisation of snippets from the principal theme. The
return of the A section consists of the Igbo song in the first violin with a steady accompaniment
from the other strings and drum rolls provided by the timpani to heighten the spirit of closure.
Akpabot uses drum rolls, pizzicato, and diverse kinds of dynamic marks (mp, mf, f, ff, fff, crescendo
and diminuendo) to create various shades of colors and drama in this piece. Again, the second dance
closes with fff.

Example 2. Akpabot, Middle Section (from the Three Nigerian Dances), mm. 51-64.
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The third piece is a very lively dance based on a Yoruba wedding song titled, “awa l’egbe
oniyawo” (We are the members of the bride’s group). The Yoruba ethnic group is located in the
southwest region of Nigeria. Similar to the practice of most Nigerian musicians, be it traditional,
popular, or art; Akpabot seeks to unite Nigeria as a nation in his music, that is, an intra-cultural
experience. Nigeria is primarily made up of three major ethnic groups (Yoruba, Igbo, and Hausa)
and several minority groups. Each group speaks different languages and has its own musical genres.
One of the ways that composers attempt to unite these groups is to borrow ideas, rhythms,
instruments, and melodic phrases from several groups in their compositions. Thus, the third dance is
a piece of unity. It is in C major without modulation and 89 measures in length. Similar to the first
two dances, it is a three-part form with an introduction. The opening is an anticipation of the
Yoruba wedding song figured in canonic imitation between the two violins and viola. The A section
introduces the Yoruba wedding song with several second time repeats in pp. In terms of polyphony,
this section is essentially in hormophonic texture. The B section is a playful development of the
Yoruba song from mm. 37 to 60. Akpabot realizes drama, wit, and contrast with the use of pizzicato,
arco, divisi, and several moments of silences. The return of the A section begins with a canonic
imitation of the Yoruba song among the strings with a brief moment of the augmentation of the
third phrase of the Yoruba song first figured in the two violins, followed by the viola and finally
presented in the cello and contrabass. The piece closes in ff with the final phrase of the Yoruba song,
figured first in pizzicato and finally without the plucking of the strings, arco.

Example 3. Akpabot, A Section (from the Three Nigerian Dances), mm. 13-32.
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The Three Nigerian Dances for String Orchestra and Timpani is one of the few compositions
by Akpabot written entirely for Western instruments. However, Akpabot uses the Western
instruments to imitate African traditional instruments. Hence, the strings and timpani if played as
intended by the composer will sound like African drums and idiophones. Akpabot uses various
compositional devices and expression marks to make the Western instruments to simulate African
traditional instruments. Some of these devices include the rhythmic dispositions, ostinati, pizzicato,
tenuto, and drum rolls to imitate cadential points in African music. The several usages of ostinato in
the Three Dances are reminiscent of the idea of repetition that is commonly found in most African
music. Pizzicato is used to simulate the percussive strokes of African drumming whereby
emphasizing the ‘sharp attack’ and the ‘fast decay’ of African percussion instruments. The pizzicato is
also employed to recreate the melo-rhythmic essence of African music. Thus, the sound produced by
the plucking of the Western string instruments is partly melodic and partly rhythmical. In other
words, the pizzicato sections in the Three Nigerian Dances emphasize the percussive aspects of African
traditional music. Other elements of African music featured in the Three Dances are parallel
harmony, as well as call-and-response techniques. To date, the Three Dances is the only work by
Akpabot recorded on LPs or CDs.
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its commissioners, the National Symphony
Orchestra under Mstislav Rostropovich. Well
more than half of Albert’s compositions are
inspired by the writings of James Joyce, in
particular Joyce’s last major work, the fantastical
novel Finnegan’s Wake. Given the depth of
allusions and endless wordplay that fill the novel,
it is not surprising that it could provide fertile
ground for ongoing musical inspiration. In some
of his “Joyce” works, Albert sets the actual texts to
music. The symphony, by contrast, is a purely
musical piece. However, it does share much of its
musical material with the extended song cycle
TreeStone (1983) for soprano, tenor, and twelve
players (also recorded on an out of print Delos
CD by the New York Chamber Symphony).
Thus, if one knows TreeStone, one knows all sorts
of words for the melodies that appear within
RiverRun.

CD Review:
RiverRun (Symphony No. 1); Symphony No. 2:
Stephen Albert; Naxos 8.559257
Russian Philharmonic Orchestra,
Paul Polivnick, conductor. Time: 64:24
by Carson Cooman
Without doubt, American composer Stephen
Albert (1941-1992) is one of the greatest musical
losses of the 20th century. Killed in a car accident
in the prime of his career, he was in the midst of a
producing works of profound significance to
American music. A life-long New Yorker, Albert
studied at the Eastman School of Music and the
University of Pennsylvania; he taught at Stanford
University and Smith College, before becoming
professor of composition at The Juilliard School
in New York City. He served as composer-inresidence with the Seattle Symphony in the
1980’s and fulfilled commissions from many
major American orchestras and organizations.

Structurally, the work overtly resembles a typical
four movement symphony – Rain Music, Leafy
Speafing, Beside the Rivering Waters, and River’s
End – each movement with a title from
Finnegan’s Wake. The use of myriad ostinati
throughout the piece portrays the ever-present
running river.

Thankfully, most of Albert’s major works have
now been recorded, although a number of those
releases are unfortunately already out of print.
This superb new disc on Naxos nearly completes
the recording of his mature orchestral works.
Albert’s next-to-last composition, the astounding
clarinet concerto Wind Canticle (1991), was
finally released two years ago on Albany Records
in a strong performance by the Steven Schempf
and the Bowling Green Philharmonia. I cannot
recommend that recording highly enough. Wind
Canticle would be one of my “desert island”
compositions, as it sums up everything Albert
does best in one compact, wonderful work.
Thankfully, Naxos has decided to include music
of Albert in their admirable “American Classics”
series. This widely distributed new release should
provide some much needed visibility for these
important pieces.

The opening movement sets up the thematic
material of the entire work and establishes the
driving pulse of the river. The second movement
is quieter and slower, with no brass or percussion.
In this movement, ostinato textures feature
prominently as backdrops for solos, duos, and
trios.
The third movement is perhaps the most striking;
it is formally structured as a scherzo and trio
(actually more of a “march and scherzo” as
described by Albert). The most wild and fun
music in the work appears within this movement.
A tune is quoted that was adapted by James Joyce
from an Irish folk song and was originally notated
within the text of Finnegan’s Wake. Albert

Albert’s first symphony, RiverRun, was first
released on Delos in an excellent performance by
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combines Joyce’s tune with his own material,
often deliberately set up to be off-kilter in
rhythmic alignment. The movement depicts an
Irish wake as seen through a hazy nightmare. The
piano and orchestral saxophone feature
prominently and add to the drunken, reeling
atmosphere. The “scherzo” material, by contrast,
is whirling and child-like, bringing back material
from the earlier movements. The march theme
returns to end the movement in a stupor, before it
all fades away to nothing.

and consistent, which was also helpful to Currier
in making any decisions about matters left unclear
in the manuscript. Currier states his opinion that
Symphony No. 2 represents a full flowering of
romantic symphonic impulses in Albert’s language
that had always been present, but kept somewhat
“in check” in previous works.
Unlike the fantastical world of RiverRun, the
second symphony is audibly a more
“conventional” piece in many regards. The myriad
ostinati that featured so prominently in RiverRun
are not a part of the second symphony. Rather,
rich melody runs throughout, constantly
developing, and awash in Albert’s very
characteristic orchestration and colors. During the
late 80’s and 90’s (after the composition of
RiverRun) Albert composed three concerti – violin
(1986), cello (1990), and clarinet (1991). It is
very possible that the composition of these
concerti, with the focus on a solo voice with
orchestra influenced Albert’s thinking towards the
sort of instrumental melody that flowers
throughout this symphony. This is the first
recording of the second symphony, and we can be
very thankful that this magnificent work is finally
available on recording.

The final movement builds in intensity
throughout; it is cast in three primary sections,
each separated by contrasting interludes. The
movement draws together music from all the
previous three movements, developing it
dramatically before finally disappearing in a
water-filled coda.
The work, which was awarded the 1985 Pulitzer
Prize in Music, is one of Albert’s most distinctive
compositions. This is one of the most important
American symphonies of the second half of the
20th century and is a work of fascinating shapes,
colors, and ideas – holding the interest of the
listener for every moment.
Albert’s Symphony No. 2 was his last composition.
He wrote it on commission from the New York
Philharmonic and left it unfinished at his death.
His friend, composer Sebastian Currier, was asked
by G. Schirmer (Albert’s publisher) and the Albert
family to complete the work. In his excellent liner
note to this release, Currier describes his process –
which involved primarily fleshing out already
detailed orchestration notes and adding some
other minor additions based on Albert’s sketches
and general style. What Currier makes very clear,
however, is that the work was truly already “done”
at the point of Albert’s death, and we are thus
hearing the piece probably almost exactly as he
intended it. Albert’s orchestration style
throughout his entire career is very recognizable

The thirteen minute first movement is deep in
register and seriousness in purpose. A carefully
delineated development trajectory drives the
movement. The shorter (five minute) second
movement, by contrast, is a scherzo, reminiscent
of the musical world explored in RiverRun. The
third movement (also about thirteen minutes)
returns to the expressive world of the first
movement, with rich, beautiful textures building
to glorious climaxes. Unlike most of Albert’s other
works, the symphony ends in a full-orchestra
blaze. It is a deeply passionate piece, containing
many beautiful melodies and employing a
thoroughly affirmative and valedictory tone.
About Albert’s style, Currier writes:
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When discussing musical form and structure,
he liked to make the distinction between
predictability and inevitability. To be
predictable was simply boring. For him, the
most intense, the most memorable points in a
piece were those that were unpredictable, but
nonetheless felt totally inevitable. Looking
back, a life can seem that way too. Although
one could endlessly wonder what his “Third
Symphony” might be like, in the end it is
great to have these two thoughtful, finely
crafted and expressive pieces.

If you care at all about truly great music, run and
buy this disc.

“Briefly Noted”

Short Reviews of New CD Releases
Paul Moravec: Tempest Fantasy; Mood Swings;
B.A.S.S. Variations; Scherzo; Naxos 8.559323;
Trio Solsti, David Krakauer, clarinet. (60:40)
This is a re-release on Naxos of a very recent disc
on Arabesque of the music of American Paul
Moravec (b. 1957), and it includes his 2004
Pulitzer Prize-winning work Tempest Fantasy.
Since I commented on the original release, I will
simply reiterate that Moravec’s music was long
overdue for such major recognition, and that this
is a superb disc of American chamber music. The
Tempest Fantasy is an extended, five-movement
work for clarinet and piano trio inspired by
characters and scenes from Shakespeare’s The
Tempest. It is an excellent example of Moravec’s
impressive style, which feels fully familiar and
traditional while at the same time seeming entirely
new. The other smaller works for piano trio also
make a fine impact.

Despite being prematurely silenced, Albert left an
output that contains some of the most significant
American music of the century. Its lack of
visibility in performance schedules of orchestras is
simply inexcusable. Let us sincerely hope that this
is only the start of Stephen Albert recordings on
Naxos. In terms of other noteworthy works in
need of recording, the exhilarating violin
concerto, In Concordiam (1986), is also only
available on a Delos recording currently out of
print, and the other major late orchestral work
Anthems and Processionals (1988) has never been
recorded. Several earlier orchestral and major
chamber works from the 70’s also have never seen
commercial release. Albert wrote only one nonvocal chamber work after 1980. That piece,
Tribute (1988) for violin and piano, is a gorgeous
work whose absence on violin recitals and
recordings is truly inexplicable.

The performances by clarinetist David Krakauer
and Trio Solsti are excellent and capture the
continuous excitement of Moravec’s musical
language. Also on Naxos is a strong release
including another large chamber work of Moravec,
The Time Gallery. Both are strongly
recommended. However, if you have the original
Arabesque release of this disc, there is no need to
obtain this new release, as the music and notes are
exactly the same. – Thomas Abbott

The performances on this recording by American
conductor Paul Polivnick (music director of the
orchestras at Oberlin Conservatory in Ohio) and
the Russian Philharmonic Orchestra are very
compelling. Though the National Symphony’s
recording of RiverRun is superior (most
particularly in the third movement, which has
more character in the NSO performance), this
new RPO performance is still strong and is the
only readily available option for hearing these two
works.

***
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John Harbison: Piano Trio No. 2, “Short Stories” ;
Gatsby Etudes; The Violist’s Notebook; Ten MicroWaltzes; Cucaraccia and Fugue; Cello Suite; Piano
Trio No. 2; Naxos 8.559243; Amelia Piano Trio,
Reiko Aizawa, Jason Duckles, John Harbison, Ida
Kavafian, Anthea Kreston, Steven Tenenbom,
violas. (70:30)

spirit of Haydn, and its four movements run
through a gamut of moods in short portraits,
employing wit and humor as essential style
elements.
Gatsby Etudes (1999) for piano were written for
pianist Judith Gordon, who had been Harbison’s
choice to record a rehearsal tape of the entire
piano accompaniment of his opera The Great
Gatsby, commissioned by the Metropolitan Opera
in 1998. In thanks to Gordon for all of this work,
Harbison composed these piano etudes for her,
basing them on music from the piano reduction
of the opera’s score. Each etude (Parlors, Parties,
and The Green Light) refers to music and
emotional themes from the opera. These are fun
pieces that would find a welcome place on any
recital, with their mix of the vernacular and
classical. They are the most enjoyable piano works
of Harbison’s that I know.

This disc of chamber music by distinguished
American composer John Harbison (b. 1938)
focuses mostly on recent shorter compositions.
Though some were composed for “occasional”
purposes originally, all are characterful and
appealing additions to the chamber repertoire.
Harbison’s language could perhaps be described as
a mixture of Roger Sesssions and Igor Stravinsky,
with a good dose of baroque-era structural and
textural influence thrown in as well. Unlike many
composers, Harbison’s formative experiences were
with the cantatas of Bach and other sorts of
baroque chamber and choral music, rather than
the typical romantic symphonic tradition. As such,
he has often used baroque formal and style models
as the starting points for his musical explorations.

Although primarily active as a composer and
conductor, Harbison is also a violist, and he
composed the two volumes of The Violist’s
Notebook (2003) in response to the music of
Bartolomeo Campagnoli, a composer of etudes
well-known to the viola world. About these small
works, Harbison notes: “Each is dedicated to a
violist, mostly hard-core, but a few doublers are
included. Book I was assembled in the margins, over
two years. Book II was written one a day, a selfassigned experiment.”

The two piano trios were composed 35 years apart,
the first in 1968 and the second in 2003. The first
is in the style of most of Harbison’s music from
the 60’s and 70’s – a sort of angular post-serial
syntax with many contrasts, tempered by strands
of aborted lyricism. The very short work is tightly
constructed, but feels a bit like a “museum-piece”
compared to the wittier and more open other
works on the CD, all from far more recent vintage.

The Ten Micro-Waltes (2004) are very short piano
pieces which were written to be a part of a festival
of Harbison’s chamber music put on by
Emmanuel Music. Harbison has been intimately
connected with this venerable Boston musical
organization since its founding, and a large
number of his works have been written for both
their concerts and church service performances.

The second piano trio of 2003, subtitled “Short
Stories” was a work inspired by Harbison’s
engagement with the music of Haydn at the
Token Creek Music Festival in Wisconsin (of
which Harbison and his violinist wife Rose Mary
are the artistic directors). Harbison notes how
Haydn’s piano trios are more “unpredictable and
experimental” than his string quartets and
symphonies. Harbison’s own trio has much of the

Cucaraccia and Fugue (2003) is a somewhat light
and humorous piece for multiple violas. About it,
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Harbison writes: “It begins with a species of viola
joke, and continues with a fugue that tends to take
itself rather seriously, unlike the violists I know.”

Daniel Adams is the author of an article entitled "2007
PAS Composition Winners" published in the October
2007 issue of Percussive Notes, the journal of the
Percussive Arts Society.

Cello Suite (1993) was composed immediately
after Harbison’s large cello concerto of 1993 and
was designed as an exercise to approach the cello
in a different sort of work. Like many of
Harbison’s compositions, the suite takes baroque
models as its starting points.

Adams also received an Award from the American Society of
Composers, Authors, and Publishers for his music
composition activities in 2006-07.

Living Artist Recordings

This is a very satisfying chamber compilation.
Though many of the works are short, the set
makes a memorable and compelling impact. The
performances by the Amelia Piano Trio and
various violists (including Harbison himself) are
engaged and suitably fun-loving.
– J. Bixler Taylor

Vol. 10: Semantemes
featuring music by Jeremy Beck, Carson Cooman,
Dorothy Hindman, Ed Robertson, and Erich Stem

Members’ News
Members of the Living Music Foundation are
encouraged to send news of their activities to the
editor for inclusion in this section of the journal.

Vol. 11: A Still Subtler Spirit
music of Monroe Golden

Daniel Adams's Concerto for Marimba and Percussion
Ensemble was performed in Flushing, New York by
the Aaron Copland School of Music Percussion
Ensemble, conducted by Michael Lipsey on November
16, 2007. The concert was part of the New Music
Festival jointly-sponsored by the Society of
Composers, Inc. and the Long Island Composers
Alliance

Vol. 12: I Am In Need of Music
The Gregg Smith Singers sing music of
Ned Rorem, Charles Kulis, Dale Jergenson, Edmund
Najera, Ralph Swickard, Andrew Bonacci, Geoffrey
Kidde, and Dick Thompson

Adams's Two Antiphonal Portraits for percussion
ensemble was performed in Tampa, Florida by the
University of South Florida Percussion Ensemble,
conducted by Robert McCormick November 19 and
in Baton Rouge by Hamiruge, the Louisiana State
University Percussion Ensemble, conducted by Emory
Blake on November 28.

order from:
http://dwightwinenger.net/lmfhome.htm
or CDemusic.org or Amazon.com
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